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Abstract: Computational investigations on the bisphospholanoethane (BPE)-ligated Cu-catalyzed
enantioselective addition of enynes to ketones were performed with the density functional theory
(DFT) method. Two BPE-mesitylcopper (CuMes) catalysts, BPE-CuMes and (S,S)-Ph-BPE–CuMes,
were employed to probe the reaction mechanism with the emphasis on stereoselectivity.
The calculations on the BPE-CuMes system indicate that the active metallized enyne intermediate
acts as the catalyst for the catalytic cycle. The catalytic cycle involves two steps: (1) ketone addition to
the alkene moiety of the metallized enyne; and (2) metallization of the enyne followed by the release
of product with the recovery of the active metallized enyne intermediate. The first step accounts for
the distribution of the products, and therefore is the stereo-controlling step in chiral systems. In the
chiral (S,S)-Ph-BPE–CuMes system, the steric hindrance is vital for the distribution of products and
responsible for the stereoselectivity of this reaction. The steric hindrance between the phenyl ring of
the two substrates and groups at the chiral centers in the ligand skeleton is identified as the original
of the stereoselectivity for the titled reaction.
Keywords: copper-catalyzed; enantioselective; DFT

1. Introduction
Catalytic asymmetric nucleophilic addition of hydrocarbons to ketones is of great interest in
organic synthesis, because this reaction is an effective method to obtain quaternary carbon centres [1–8].
Efavirenz and Tripanavir, two enzyme inhibitors with one or more tetrasubstituted centres in
their structures, are often used in the treatment of acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS),
and therefore such reactions are significant in many pharmaceutical drugs’ synthesis [1].
The pioneering work reported by Dosa and Fu in 1998 demonstrated that an excess of methanol
allowed for the addition of diphenyl zinc to aromatic and aliphatic ketones with fair to excellent
enantioselectivities (up to 91% ee) [9]. Some reactions of “naked” CO (carbon monoxide) and
unsaturated hydrocarbons in the presence of cobalt carbonyls leading to organic and organometallic
products were investigated. The carbonylation was found to be regio-selective and the nature of the
products highly dependent on the acetylene [10–14]. In 2006, the asymmetric rhodium-catalyzed
dienylation of α-ketoesters was reported by the Krische group [15]. Then, the conjugated enynes
were used as pronucleophiles for the introduction of the dienyl group in the presence of a Walphos
rhodium (I) catalyst for the hydrogen mediate coupling on ketones [1]. Later, this catalytic method
was applied to enantioselective reductive coupling of 1,3-enynes to heterocyclic aromatic aldehydes
and ketones via a rhodium-catalyzed asymmetric reaction [16]. The use of substoichiometric amounts
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of chiral ligands for the asymmetric enantioselective alkynylation of ketones catalyzed by Zn (salen)
complexes was pioneered in 2003 by Cozzi. Good reactivity was reached with a 20 mol% amount
of the salen ligand with enantioselectivities up to 81% [17–21]. In 2004, Bolm and co-workers
reported C1 -symmetric sulfoximines as ligands in copper-catalyzed asymmetric Mukaiyama-type aldol
reactions [22]. Aldol products have been obtained with up to a 99% ee yield. Then, they developed
a new ligand class consisting of C1 -symmetric aryl-bridged aminosulfoximines in this reaction.
Under the optimized reaction conditions, a 10 mol% mixture of Cu(OTf)2 and aminosulfoximine
in tetrahydrofuran (THF) have outstanding enantioselectivities (up to 99% ee) with yields up to
90% [23]. Shibasaki et al. developed a new methodology for the catalytic aldol reaction to ketones.
This research group designed new chiral C2 -symmetric bidentate phosphine ligands. The success
of this reaction depended on a unique dynamic ligand exchange between silicon and copper atoms,
and this method was applied to a catalytic enantioselective reaction [24].
Among the series of organometallic catalysis reactions, copper catalysis has offered an inexpensive,
environmentally friendly alternative to the use of precious metals [25–34]. Shibasaki et al. described a
possible solution to a catalytic enantioselective allylation of ketoimines. They developed the general
basic methodology for allylation of ketoimines; this method used a CuIF catalyst combined with an
La(OiPr)3 cocatalyst and allylboronate as nucleophile [35]. Thus, the copper-based chiral catalysts for
the asymmetric allylation of ketones have attracted much attention. Kanai and Shibasaki successfully
developed the Cu-DIFLUORPHOS complex-catalyzed enantioselective alkylative aldol reactions
and this reaction can be applied to a wide range of substrates. An allenic esters coupling with
ketones and dialkyl zincs that deliver δ-lactones with excellent enantioselectivity (typically > 95:5 er.)
was described in [36,37]. Hoveyda and co-workers described a Cu-catalyzed chemoselective and
enantioselective addition to aldehydes and ketones with aryl- or alkyl-substituted allenes and B2 (pin)2
(typically > 95:5 er.) [38]. Shimizu Kanai and co-workers developed an efficient catalytic method
to generate reactive allylcopper species (typically > 95:5 er). Additionally, the allylcopper can
be used for subsequent asymmetric carbonyl allylation, providing 1H-isochromene derivatives in
excellent enantioselectivity [39]. Hoveyda and co-workers demonstrated that proto-boryl additions to
1,1-disubstituted allenes in the presence of chiral NHC–Cu complexes, B2 (pin)2 , and t-BuOH proceed to
afford vinyl boronates up to 98% in yield, and in excellent yield (typically > 95:5 er) [40]. Very recently,
Motomu Kanai et al. reported a copper-catalyzed asymmetric addition of enynes to ketones with good
functional group tolerance and this reaction does not require stoichiometric amounts of bases and
additives. They also found that the species resulting from the coordination of (S,S)-Ph-BPE ligands
to mesitylcopper (CuMes) is more reactive and efficient. In their work, a (S,S)-Ph-BPE ligand has
been introduced into the catalytic asymmetric nucleophilic addition of hydrocarbons to ketones at low
temperature (−30 ◦ C) with high ee values [41].
Although there are so many experiments that have been successful in the synthesis of target
products, the above reactions mediated by organometallic catalysts just give moderate ee values in
general, which hinders the above asymmetric reactions to construct tetrasubstituted centres in practice.
Although the proposed mechanism was briefly described in the experimental paper published [41],
the detailed mechanism of such a copper-catalyzed asymmetric nucleophilic addition of enynes to
ketones as well as the origin of the stereochemistry, however, is much less known. Although it is
well-known that the chiral environment is controlled by classical steric and electronic factors and the
rigidity of the ligand framework [42–53], the effects of chiral ligands on such asymmetric reactions are
still uncertain. Therefore, it is hard to precisely evaluate the key parameters of chiral ligands associated
with high ee values, which has become an obstacle for designing new effective chiral ligands.
Copper-catalyzed asymmetric addition of olefin-derived nucleophiles to ketones was performed in
Yang Yang, Ian B. Perry, Gang Lu, Peng Liu, and Stephen L. Buchwald [54], where the scientists present
a computational study with the same chiral ligand in the addition of olefin to ketones. Our present
investigation focuses on the origin of the stereochemistry of asymmetric nucleophilic addition of
enynes to ketones. In an attempt to gain a better understanding of the inner reasons for the asymmetric
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M06(SMD, THF)/6-311+G(d,p) level in the modeled BPE-ligated system are depicted in Figures 1 and
at the M06(SMD, THF)/6-311+G(d,p) level in the modeled BPE-ligated system are depicted in
2, respectively.
Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
First, the reaction is triggered by the coordination of the modelled ligand BPE to the copper end
in CuMes, which generates a BPE–CuMes complex. This complex is characterised by a tridentatecoordinated copper centre with two Cu-P bonds of 2.232 and 2.205 Å, respectively, and the P-Cu-P
bite angle is calculated to be 89.3°. Steered molecular dynamics (SMD) calculations give that this
coordination step is benefited by 126.0 kJ mol−1 in the Gibbs free energies in THF, suggesting that this
species is easy to generate.
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Next, an external substrate 1-phenyl-4-penten-1-yne 1 gets close to the BPE–Cu–Mes complex
accomplished by cleavage of the C–H(α) bond of the alkyne moiety via TS1. This species is
characterized by an elongated C–H(α) bond of 1.399 Å and a shortened C(Mes)–H bond of 1.463 Å.
This step corresponds to the migration of one α-hydrogen from substrate 1 to the Mes moiety. As a
result, the exchange of hydrogen from the enyne moiety to the Mes fragment takes place, which is
followed by the release of one mesitylene (MesH) molecule and the formation of the intermediate
IM2. SMD calculations indicate that the above step benefits from 68.7 kJ mol−1 in Gibbs free energies
with a moderate energy barrier of 112.3 kJ mol−1, meaning that the formation of IM2 is favoured in
thermodynamics.
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First, the reaction is triggered by the coordination of the modelled ligand BPE to the copper
end in CuMes, which generates a BPE–CuMes complex. This complex is characterised by a
tridentate-coordinated copper centre with two Cu-P bonds of 2.232 and 2.205 Å, respectively, and the
P-Cu-P bite angle is calculated to be 89.3◦ . Steered molecular dynamics (SMD) calculations give that
this coordination step is benefited by 126.0 kJ mol−1 in the Gibbs free energies in THF, suggesting that
this species is easy to generate.
Next, an external substrate 1-phenyl-4-penten-1-yne 1 gets close to the BPE–Cu–Mes complex
accomplished by cleavage of the C–H(α) bond of the alkyne moiety via TS1. This species is
characterized by an elongated C–H(α) bond of 1.399 Å and a shortened C(Mes)–H bond of 1.463 Å.
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Figure 3. Optimized structures along the catalytic cycle at the M06/6-31G(d,p) level and the B3LYP/631G(d,p) in parentheses. Bond lengths are in angstroms and the angles are in degrees.

For TS2, the closest C–C distance between carbonyl and ene moieties shortens to 2.247 Å. This
suggests that the formation of the C–C bond occurs with the ketone addition to the double bond of
1-phenyl-4-penten-1-yne. In IM3, the C(carbonyl)–C(eneye) bond of 1.558 Å indicates that
acetophenone addition to the 1-phenyl-enyne was completed. SMD calculations indicate the above
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For TS2, the closest C–C distance between carbonyl and ene moieties shortens to 2.247 Å. This
suggests that the formation of the C–C bond occurs with the ketone addition to the double bond of
1-phenyl-4-penten-1-yne. In IM3, the C(carbonyl)–C(eneye) bond of 1.558 Å indicates that
acetophenone addition to the 1-phenyl-enyne was completed. SMD calculations indicate the above
step benefits from 47.4 kJ mol−1 in Gibbs free energies with a smaller energy barrier of 60.0 kJ mol−1,
meaning that this ketone addition process occurs easily.
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As shown in Figure 3, the catalytic cycle starts from the coordination of an acetophenone
2 molecule getting close to the copper end of IM2 accomplished by the attack of the carbonyl to
the ene end of the metalized enyne via TS2.
For TS2, the closest C–C distance between carbonyl and ene moieties shortens to 2.247 Å.
This suggests that the formation of the C–C bond occurs with the ketone addition to the double
bond of 1-phenyl-4-penten-1-yne. In IM3, the C(carbonyl)–C(eneye) bond of 1.558 Å indicates that
acetophenone addition to the 1-phenyl-enyne was completed. SMD calculations indicate the above
step benefits from 47.4 kJ mol−1 in Gibbs free energies with a smaller energy barrier of 60.0 kJ mol−1 ,
meaning that this ketone addition process occurs easily.
From IM3, another 1 could interact with the O end of IM3 with the formation of the
molecule–molecule complex IM31. For IM31, the linear C–H(α)···O pattern with the C–H(α) and
the O–H(α) bond of 1.114 and 2.034 Å shows that there might be a hydrogen bond to connect IM3 and
the external 1.
From IM31, the reaction continues to generate the final product with the recovery of the active
intermediate IM2 via TS3. In TS3, the O–H(α) bond is remarkably decreased to 1.124 Å, and the
C–H(α) bond increases to 1.535 Å. This suggests that the O–H(α) bond forms with the cleavage of the
C–H(α) bond of the external 1, which corresponds to the metallization of the substrate enyne in the
catalytic cycle. SMD calculations indicate the above step with a smaller energy barrier of 41.3 kJ mol−1
in Gibbs free energies.
Combined with the reaction mechanism in part 1 and 2 in the model BPE-ligated system,
it could be found that the formation of the active intermediate IM2 is vital for the catalytic reaction.
In Section 2.1.1, IM2 is generated from the metallization of the enyne via TS1 with the energy barrier
of 112.3 kJ mol−1 . However, once IM2 results, the metallization of the enyne could advantageously
take place via TS3, for this step bears a relatively smaller energy barrier of 41.3 kJ mol−1 . Therefore,
the active intermediate IM2 plays the role of the real catalyst for the reaction and BPE–Cu–Mes acts as
a precursor.
As shown in Figure 4, to obtain the final products, the reaction must overcome two energy
summits located at TS2 and TS3 in the catalytic cycle. SMD calculations (both M06 and B3LYP) predict
the larger barrier via TS2 in the catalytic cycle, which means that the metallization of the enyne via
TS2 should be the rate-determining step (RDS) for this reaction.
On the other hand, SMD calculations place TS2 on the energy top in the catalytic cycle. It should
be emphasized that the distribution of products should predominantly depend on the evolution of
IM3 in the energy trap. Because the reverse energy barrier from IM3 to IM2 via TS2 is much larger
than IM31 to product via TS3, if IM3 forms, the reverse process to reactants is hindered and the
reaction should give rise to the final products irreversibly. Therefore, it is reasonable to deduce that
TS2, corresponding to the ketone addition step, is the stereo-controlling the transition state under the
asymmetric factors introduced in the reaction systems.
2.2. Stereochemistry of Such Reactions
In order to explore the factors controlling stereoselectivity in detail, we extend our calculations on
the chiral-ligated reaction system based on the (S,S)-Ph-BPE diphosphate ligands (see Computational
Details). This ligand has been found to possess remarkable chiral recognition ability and broad
applicability in various transitional metal-catalyzed asymmetric reactions, and was successfully
employed in asymmetric titled reactions. In the series of reports on the asymmetric reaction of
ketones, the yields of such reactions are respectable with excellent enantioselectivities as high as 97%
(R-product) [41].
As mentioned above, the distribution of the racemic products is closely controlled in the
ketone addition step. Therefore, to reduce computational costs, the following investigations on
the stereochemistry of these ligated systems just focus on the structures of addition transition states
(TS2s). The optimized TS2s are provided in Figure 5 (to give brief expression, (S,S)-Ph-BPE is marked
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is yielded from LPh -left-re-TS2, R-product would be the predominant product with a high ee value in
the titled addition reaction, which is in good agreement with the experimental observation (R-product
with 97% ee) [41].
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that for the above four transition states, the energy
discrepancy is related to the P–Cu–P bite angle. The larger the P–Cu–P angle is, the lighter the
tension of the (S,S)-Ph-BPE-Cu moiety, which is associated with the smaller hindrance suffered in
LPh -TS2s, and therefore makes this transition state favoured in relative energies.
In addition, we also compared the ∆G values at different levels. As shown in Table 2,
R-configuration product is yielded from LPh -left-re-TS2 and is the predominant product.
Table 2. ∆G values of competing TS2s in the (S,S)-Ph-BPE system calculated at different levels.
TS2s

∆Gsolv-M06

∆Gsolv-B3

∆Ggas-M06

∆Ggas-B3

LPh -right-si
LPh -right-re
LPh -left-si
LPh -left-re

15.6
43.5
33.4
0.0

16.3
30.8
23.2
0.0

6.2
26.9
19.4
0.0

12.0
25.4
21.1
0.0

∆Gsolv-M06 (in kJ mol−1 ) are calculated at the M06(SMD,THF)/6-311+G(d,p) level in THF
solvent; ∆Gsolv-B3 (in kJ mol−1 ) are calculated at the B3LYP(SMD,THF)/6-311+G(d,p) level
in THF solvent; ∆Ggas-M06 (in kJ mol−1 ) are calculated at the M06/6-31G(d,p) level in
the gas phase; ∆Ggas-B3 (in kJ mol−1 ) are calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level in the
gas phase.

2.2.2. Origin of Stereoselectivity
a.

Effect of the Structure of Chiral Ligand

Next, the aim of the present investigation turns to the origin of the stereochemistry of the titled
reaction and the influencing factor of groups at chiral sites of the BPE ligand on it. Here, we used a
methyl group that was smaller in size to take the place of the phenyl rings at the (S,S)-BPE skeleton.
The four-transition state LMe -TS2s are shown in Figure 6. The configuration of products and the SMD
energies of these LMe -TS2s at the M06/6-311+G(d,p) level are summarized in Table 3.
As shown in Figure 6, no remarkable hindrance between the ligand and the substrates could be
found, which might be confirmed by the larger P–Cu–P angles (>90◦ ). Correspondingly, the calculations
place the energy gap between two competing transition states ca. 0.2 kJ mol−1 ; thus, no obvious
enantioselectivity could be detected.
b.

Effect of the Structure of Ketone

Furthermore, to evaluate the effect of the ketone with emphasis on its potential hindrance between
the ligand, 2,4-dimethylacetophenone was used as the substrate in the (S,S)-Ph-PBE system. The four
transition state TS2s and the relative energies are shown in Figure 7. The configuration of products
and the SMD energies of these TS2s at the M06/6-311+G(d,p) level are summarized in Table 4.
Table 3. ∆G values of competing TS2s in the (S,S)-Me-PBE system.
TS2s

P–Cu–P Angle

Configuration of Products

∆Gsolv (kJ/mol)

LMe -right-si
LMe -right-re
LMe -left-si
LMe -left-re

91.2◦

S
R
S
R

0.0
13.3
17.3
0.7

91.0◦
90.0◦
90.7◦

energies of these LMe-TS2s at the M06/6-311+G(d,p) level are summarized in Table 3.
As shown in Figure 6, no remarkable hindrance between the ligand and the substrates could be
found, which might be confirmed by the larger P–Cu–P angles (>90°). Correspondingly, the
calculations place the energy gap between two competing transition states ca. 0.2 kJ mol−1; thus, no
obvious
enantioselectivity
could be detected.
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Table 4. ∆G values of competing TS2s in the 2,4-dimethylacetophenone/(S,S)-Ph-PBE system.
TS2s

P-Cu-P Angle

Configuration of Products

∆Gsolv (kJ/mol)

L-right-si
L-right-re
L-left-si
L-left-re

90.0◦

S
R
S
R

13.8
39.1
32.8
0.0

84.9◦
90.1
90.2

As shown in Figure 7, it could be found that those TSs possess comparable P–Cu–P angles (ca. 90◦ )
in general as compared to that in the acetophenone/(S,S)-Ph-PBE system in Table 1, which means that
2,4-dimethylacetophenone might not obviously enhance the steric hindrance between the substrates
and ligands. Correspondingly, the M06(SMD)/6-311+G(d,p) calculation places ∆G between the
competing transition state L-right-si-TS2 and L-left-re-TS2 to be 13.8 kJ mol−1 , and predicts that the
R-product would be the predominant product with a good ee value. The above results imply that the
ee value might not be sensitive to ketones under the (S,S)-Ph-PBE used, which can be supported by
the corresponding experimental observation [41].
To sum up, the enantioselectivity should be controlled by the steric hindrance between substrates
and ligands. When larger-size groups exist at the chiral sites of the catalyst, they could selectively make
one of the competing transition states stable in terms of controlling the orientation of two substrates
with respect to the C2 -symmtry ligand. In the (S,S)-Ph-BPE system, the R-configuration catalyst makes
left-re-TS2 stable with the larger P–Cu–P, and therefore leads to the predominant R-product. Moreover,
it is also found that the ee value significantly depends on the size of the groups at the chiral sites
of the ligand: when larger groups are introduced at the chiral sites of BPE, the ∆G between the two
competing transition states becomes great enough for a high ee value.
3. Models and Computational Methods
The previous computational literature demonstrated that the M06 [55–58] and B3LYP methods
performed well for catalytic reactions based on the copper system [54,59–65]. In the present
investigation, the geometrical optimizations of all the intermediates (IM) and transition states (TS)
were performed using the M06 and B3LYP methods with the 6-31G(d,p) [66] basis set for all atoms.
To take the entropy effects in solvents into account, single-point self-consistent reaction field (SCRF)
calculations based on the SMD [67–74] model with the radii=UAHF keyword were carried out on
the gas phase optimized geometries for all species. As THF was used as the solvent in the actual
experiments [67], the latter calculations in the actual system were carried out with a dielectric constant
ε = 7.43 for the solvent THF. For evaluating the solvent effects, the free energies were calculated at the
M06/6-311+G(d,p) [60,75] level and added to the gas phase free energy to obtain the Gibbs energy in
THF (Gsolv ) at 298.15 K. Unless otherwise stated, Gs olv is used in the discussion and the energy levels
refer to the Gsolv scale.
All calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 program [76]. Frequencies were calculated
at the same level to confirm each stationary point to be either a minimum (no imaginary frequency) or
a saddle point (unique imaginary frequency) and to obtain the zero-point correction. Details of the
preliminary results are listed in the electronic supplementary materials (ESM).
The major work in the present investigation is based on the following two models (see Scheme 2).

the energy levels refer to the Gsolv scale.
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The major work in the present investigation is based on the following two models (see Scheme 2).

Scheme
Scheme 2.
2. Used
Used models
models in
in the
the present
present calculation.
calculation.

Model i: BPE–Cu–Mes System
The CuMes-catalyzed asymmetric reaction of carbonyl compounds suggested that the metal
source with a 1:1 ratio of ligand to metal is involved. Therefore, the BPE-CuMes species in monomeric
form was constructed in the present calculations.
In this section, 1-phenyl-4-penten-1-yne 1 and acetophenone 2 were employed as the substrates.
The modelled non-chiral phosphine ligand BPE was introduced in the present investigation,
and a monomeric ligated CuMes species was constructed as the catalytic species (Scheme 1).
This treatment is designed to probe the reaction mechanism at less computational cost with acceptable
calculated precision.
Model ii: Chiral-(S,S)-Ph-BPE-Cu-Mes Model
In this section, a chiral diphosphine ligand (S,S)-Ph-BPE-CuMes was introduced into the reaction
system. This system has been used in experiments and proven to be excellent in catalytic asymmetric
nucleophilic addition of conjugated acetophenone with high ee (97%) values [41].
4. Conclusions
The results from the present investigations on the BPE-ligated, Cu-catalyzed enantioselective
addition of enynes to ketones are summarized as follows:
For the modelled BPE–Cu–Mes system, the calculations on the BPE–CuMes system predict that
the active metallized enyne intermediate acts as the catalyst for the catalytic cycle. The catalytic cycle
involves two steps: (1) the ketone addition to the alkene moiety of the metallized enyne; and (2) the
metallization of the enyne followed by the release of product with the recovery of the active metallized
enyne intermediate. The first step accounts for the distribution of the products, and therefore is the
stereo-controlling step in the chiral system.
In the chiral (S,S)-Ph-BPE–CuMes system, the calculations identify that the steric hindrance
between the phenyl ring of the two substrates and groups at the chiral centres in the ligand skeleton is
the origin of the stereoselectivity for the titled reaction. The stereoselectivity of this reaction is sensitive
to the size of the groups at the chiral centres of the BPE ligand.
Supplementary Materials: The optimized structures and energies are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/
2073-4344/8/9/359/s1.
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